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Introduction 
The majority of initial oxygen prescriptions are for patients being discharged from 
hospital whose condition is not yet fully recovered from disease. In addition, they are 
often not properly reevaluated after the oxygen installation. According to previous 
studies, a high percentage of oxygen users could be discontinued from therapy or 
need adjustment of oxygen dosage but were not being advised. 
 
Objectives 
- to educate patients correct use of oxygen therapy - to monitor the oxygen usage 
compliance - to optimize patients' medical conditions and reevaluate the need for 
oxygen therapy - to decrease inappropiate supplemental oxygen use - to improve 
exercise capacity - to improve QOLs - to save cost 
 
Methodology 
- collaborate with nurse, physiotherapist and occupational therapist to establish a new 
oxygen therapy clinic in ICRC - accept referrals from both in-patient and out-patient 
new or existing oxygen users - interview and educate patients and carers - collect 
demographic data, indications for supplemental oxygen and oxygen-related 
diagnoses - measure resting oximetry, perform exercise test and desaturation test - 
obtain arterial blood gas analysis if indicated - optimize patients' drugs - adjust oxygen 
regimen if necessary and reevaluate - enroll in pulmonary rehabiliation program if 
indicated - arrange home visit if necessary 
 
Result 
From May 2013 to April 2014, 20 oxygen users (9 newly prescribed users and 11 



current users) were evaluated in the O2 clinic. Among the new O2 users, 1/3 can 
wean off O2 (mean 117days), 1/3 need adjustment and 1/3 patients oxygen regimen 
remained the same. All patients except one in the current O2 group need oxygen 
adjustments. 6 patients(55%) weaned off O2 (mean 127days) and 4 patients' oxygen 
amount can be reduced. All patients and carers satisfied our service (score 4.4/5). 
Results of this evaluation suggest that the establishment of an oxygen therapy clinic 
with multidisciplines in ICRC can significantly decrease inappropriate oxygen use thus 
result in significant cost savings and reduced adverse effects of incorrect O2 usage.
 


